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Rather than panic and decide that groups just don’t work, recognize these indi-
cators as positive signals. The new restlessness means that the time spent in build-
ing inclusion, trust, kindness, and a sense of belonging has been achieved. People 
are now ready to really work on tasks together...the stage of influence has arrived. 
Congratulations! 

The influence stage centers on these questions:

 ✦ How can each person influence the goals, tasks, and decision-making process 
of the group?

 ✦ How can members assert their individuality and value in the midst of the 
group? 

 ✦ How can leadership be shared so that the resource and potential of each 
member is called forth?

To feel “of influence” is to feel of value (worth, power, individual resource to 
the group). To the extent that each person does not feel important in a classroom 
or organization, commitment and motivation decrease. 

INFLUENCE
Rather than allowing group members to wrestle for ways to have  
influence, the skilled facilitator provides a selection of strategies that  
help people to

 ✦ Express diverse attitudes, opinions, positions, and personal feelings

 ✦ Put forth ideas without others passing judgment; help people to 
respect individual differences

 ✦ Use participatory methods for decision making so that all members 
feel they are influential and of value to the group

 ✦ Help members share leadership responsibility.

THE ROLE OF THE TEACHER-FACILITATOR is also to provide methods for resolving the 
inevitable different issues and concerns. Conflicts and misunderstandings are a 
natural part, a vital dynamic, of the process and cannot be ignored. They can be 
resolved through a variety of strategies, such as

 ✦ Reflecting on and discussing the incident or situation that is happening

 ✦ Helping people to state their feelings clearly

 ✦ Assisting the group to give constructive feedback

To feel “of influence” 

is to feel of value.
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 ✦ Facilitating problem-solving methods

 ✦ Role-playing, using role-reversal techniques

 ✦ Negotiating the priorities of individual members.

If issues are ignored, the energy of the group is deflected away from its capacity 
to accomplish tasks together!

The sensitive classroom teacher recognizes that continuing to focus on subject 
matter in the midst of interpersonal or group issues is neither academically nor 
emotionally helpful. Having people meet in their tribes to resolve a disruptive 
issue not only transfers responsibility to the class, but promotes a sense of value 
for the students. Once the conflict has been resolved by students, people will go 
back to their work on tasks with renewed energy. 

During the influence stage the facilitator supports the tribes to work as much 
as possible on their own. Maintain contact with the groups by requesting periodic 
reports and circulating among the tribes to determine whether assistance is 
needed. If the facilitator sits down within a group, the dynamic changes immedi-
ately. Group members will once again center on the teacher and cease to partici-
pate with each other. As the influence stage progresses and issues become 
resolved, shared leadership begins to emerge from group members. What a delight 
it is to see the shy child of the class lead an activity in her tribe! And what a relief 
it is to see the dominant member sit back as the others in the tribe demonstrate 
their unique skills and talents. Some folks have called the Tribes process magic...
but we call it a reality that can be achieved by any committed teacher. 

THE STAGE OF COMMUNITY 
Who does not long for a sense of community in the midst of a city, an organiza-
tion, a staff, a school, the classroom...the impersonal crowd? The deep human 
longing is our need to be known, to belong, to care and be cared for. Community 
is the esprit that happens when many minds and hearts come together to work 
toward a common good. Community happens through inclusion and the appreci-
ation of individual differences. One can tell when community has become a real-
ity. It is the delightful surprise one day that those we are with (no matter what the 
difference in age, gender, race, culture, intelligence, or talent) are indispensable 
and beautiful. 

The possibility for community, whether in a classroom, school, or any organi-
zation, depends upon the assumption that interdependence and connection to 
others is key to human development, learning, and the accomplishment of task. 

You will know that you 

are in a community if 

you often hear laughter 

and singing. You will 

know you are in an 

institution or 

bureaucracy if you hear 

the silence of long halls 

and the intonations of 

formal meetings.3 
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